Angel Therapy
Angel Reading
In an Angel Reading questions are directed to guardian angels and spirit
guides for the purpose of healing some area of your life and/or receiving
guidance about someone’s life mission. The reading involves teaching
empowering and life-affirming messages and providing spiritual tools so
that clients know how to contact their own angels.
Angel Card Reading
It is common to use tarot cards as a supplemental tool to provide additional
information during the reading. Everything that is alive vibrates and the
universe works on these vibrations. The oracle card you choose is
matching to the situation’s vibrations and the structure around perfectly
harmonized universal energies.
Angel cards are similar to traditional tarot; however, their message is only
positive and fearful images have been removed.
Angel Clearings: Etheric Cord Cutting
Whenever a person forms a fear-based attachment to you ( such as being
afraid that you will leave) a cord is constructed between the two of you.
When a needy person has formed an attachment to you, that person is
sucking energy from you through this etheric cord, you perceive its effect –
namely, feeling tired or sad or angry without knowing why and sometimes
the negative emotion can come through into your body and the result can
be sharp, pinching pain without any organic cause.

By having Archangel Michael assist in cutting cords you are not
abandoning a person, you are only severing the dysfunctional, fearful,
codependent area of the relationship, the he loving part remains attached.
You may sense air pressure changes, actual cutting of cords or other
tangible signs that cord cutting is occurring. The people at the other end
may think of you without knowing why for a moment as the cords are cut.
Vacuuming
When we worry about someone, blame ourselves for their misery or handle
someone who’s in emotional pain, we may take on the other person’s
negative psychic energy in a misguided form of helpfulness. Vacuuming
helps us to stay balanced in our support to others and allows one to be
more open to receiving help from others. Vacuuming allows for the
removal of physic debris.
Most people see an immediate lifting of depression and a cessation of
anger following a vacuuming session. Vacuuming is assisted with
Archangel Michael and his Band of Mercy.
Lifting Energy of a Physic Attack
Occasionally, when people are angry at themselves or someone else, they
send toxic energy that can create physical pain in their target. This is called
a physic attack. Sometimes these assaults happen deliberately, and
sometimes they’re unintentional.
In calling on Michael and Raphael, the negative energies can visibly be
removes from ones back and body, sometimes one even gets a sense on
who sent the energies.

Healing Past Vows:
You may have taken vows in your past live. Among these are suffering, self
–sacrifice or retribution, poverty, virginity, chastity/celibacy, obedience, and
silence. Unless these vows are severed, they can follow one to Earth and
place barriers in our relationships, finances, and life in general. No one is
truly free until these past-life commitments are broken. The only healthy
vows are those that you decide upon and check back on regularly.
We release these vows and their effects by calling on Archangel Raziel ,
who helps us to heal the vestiges of past lifetimes.

